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Operation Guide 

USB download data operation: 
 

Plug unit into USB Port with the supplied cable. 

After the USB is recognized “double PC tone” is heard 

Double click on the ShotTrack VoD Monitor Icon. 

 

Clicking on Device will connect to the unit. 



 

This screen is used to check the Battery condition, disk usage, version and revision of the software. 

This is also where cable calibration is done. See later description. 

Close this screen. 

Click on Data: 



 

Disk usage, Battery condition, Revision version, RTC time and date, and current Calibration factor is displayed. 

Click on Directory 



 

The files currently stored on the unit is displayed in the Files dialog. 

In this case there are two files stored on the 2nd March 2016 at 12:15:15 AM and 12:17:33 AM 

These times are UTC format. They are acquired from the GPS module and will be accurate to a second if the 

GPS has “visible satellite reception”. Otherwise it will be the time and date stored in the GPS modules RTC. 

Click on file wanted and select read File. 



 

The file data header information is displayed and the data is downloaded with the progress bar showing the 

download progress. 

Clicking OK will display the file in the overview window. 



 

In this case this is one of our “Test Shot Equipment” files and uses a custom slope generator unit to mimic a 

shot. The unit is set to 64 KHz sample rate for this test. 

As can be seen the GPS PPS data is displayed as a marker in the overview bar. 

Select the region of interest by dragging the cursor from left to right with the right mouse button pressed. 

 

Clicking on Save zone will select a window with this “zone of interest” 



 

Click on the maximize button top right hand side of window will expand it to fill the main window 

 

Drag a window over the area of interest: 



 

Right click the mouse and select Trim region to get the area of interest. 

 

Select File/Save as 



 

Browse to where you want to save the file and click Save. 

 

File analysis 
 

Open ShotTrack VoD Monitor and click on File/Open. 

Navigate to the location you have saved the file you wish to analyze (you can do this immediately after 

downloading the data from the unit without opening the file). 

 

Choose the file and click Open. 



 

The file is loaded and the overview window shows the events captured along with the PPS markers. 

 

 

Enter Shot properties: 

If this hasn’t been done when loading the data from the unit, the Shot properties should be entered now. 

From the task bar select Edit/Shot properties 



 

Enter the Shot description. 

 



 

The cable screen shows the state of the shot at the time of the trigger. 

The Arm and Trigger times are in UTC and the shot was fired 12 min after the unit was set. 

The Trigger time has a seconds decimal point value that is calculated from the GPS PPS and is accurate to the 

sample period of 0.00000390625 seconds. 

Fill in Blast information.  

 

Fill in default product and positioning info. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen the relevant data is at the start of the recorded data in four sections. 

 

Select the regions of interest by holding the left button down and dragging the cursor selecting the area of 

interest. 

 

Click on Save zone and a window opens showing this selected area. 

Click on enlarge to fill window. 



 

We can now further zoom in on the area we are interested in by left dragging the cursor over what we want. 

 

 

And then right click to select Trim region. 



 

To select an area to calculate a VoD left drag cursor to select it. 

 

In this case I have noticed a area at the beginning of the trace where the VoD is lower than over the rest of 

the trace. I have positioned my selected are to start after this. 

Press right mouse button and click on Leaste squares. 

You will be asked to confirm this. 



 

After pressing Yes the VoD is calculated and a red line indicates the “slope”. 

 

The software assignes blue dots to indicate the area it thinks is of interest. 

These blue dots are used to select the area for Filtered data and continuous VoD calcuations. 

These dots can be moved by left clicking on them and dragging with the mouse. 

Clicking on Filtered in the task bar calculates a filtered graph of the area of interest. 



 

 

 

The zone details should now be entered: 



 

Clicking on Properties opens the dialog box. 



 

Pressing Copy from Shot parameters uses the default values entered earlier. 

 



 

In the explosive tab enter Hole ID deck number and charge length. Edit the default Stemming length and 

Primer offset if needed. 

The Zone can be renamed if wanted, in this case we called it Hole 1 

 

Marker insertion: 

In the top right hand corner of the zone screen there is a check box named Marker. 

Checking this box allows you to place a marker at any point on the screen. 



 

This marker is time stamped to the GPS calculated time and date. 

Other notes can be added and we now have a Zone manager filled in for the first hole. 



 



As I had noticed that the looked like a “run to detonation” period that I am interested in I have clicked on 

Duplicate to get a copy of the zone. I have renamed this to Hole 1 Run In. 

I have selected a closer look at the beginning of the trace and done a “leaste squares” calculation on this. 

 

 

 

 

To have a look at the continuous VoD I need to change the VOD averaging width to fit the data points 

recorded with the filter. 



 

In this case I choose 10. 

 

Next I want to look at the next hole. 



I reselect the area around the next event. 

 

 

And then followed the same procedure to get a VoD for the hole. 

 

I then did the same for the remaining holes. 



 

When finished a report can be generated. 



From the task bar select File/Export report. 

 

Navigate to directory wanted and enter file name, click save. 

 


